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As American artist Laurie Anderson 

mused in her song The Dream Before, “his-

tory is an angel being blown backwards 

into the future.” This affective image of 

human violence and progress, reprised 

from Walter Benjamin’s reading of a Paul 

Klee painting, Angelus Novus, appears 

once more as the guiding inspiration for 

the Taipei Contemporary Art Center’s 

“Portrait Portrait.” 

Staged as nine consecutive scenarios 

involving fifteen artists, and unfolding 

through many mediums and locales over 

time, the exhibition attempts to examine 

the machinery of narrative and history 

dialectically, in a way that might invoke 

new a domain of conversation, and so make 

possible transformative perceptions of the 

past. Here the emphasis on historicity is 

not intended for nostalgia’s sake, but rather 

to introduce new productive possibilities. 

Individual, collective and institutional 

dimensions of history shoot off on lines of 

flight determined by principles, patterns 

and movements. 

In the service of this idea, the TCAC is 

used as a jumping-off point for conceptual 

investigation, rather than a self-contained 

environment. The nine scenarios, staggered 

over four months, frequently spilled out 

onto nearby streets. Liu Hojang’s Reversed 

Engineering: From the Greasy Form to Solid 

Ground, for example, closely analyzes the 

properties of bowls from local food ven-

dors, applying a forensic detective’s eye to 

otherwise unnoticeable marks and imprints 

to reveal invisible evidence of life. 

The final scenario, meanwhile, saw 

veteran Taiwanese sound artist Huang 

Dawang embark on an “off-stage talk 

show” through the historic Dadaocheng 

neighborhood surrounding the TCAC. 

Speaking with the accompaniment of time-

worn Taiwanese folk songs blasting from 

a small mobile speaker, he meandered the 

quarter’s streets with a deferential mob of 

gallery-goers in tow, alternating between 

personal reminiscences of discrete local 

events, pantomime re-creations of key day-

to-day minutiae and stop-start sing-along 

karaoke moments. Restaging the past as 

an “out-of-time” zeroing montage, Huang 

closed in on a kind of quasi-messianic feel-

ing, however fleeting. Chris Blackmore 
展览现场，场景三，台北当代艺术中心，2016年

View of “Portrait Portrait”, Scenario Three, TCAC, 2016




